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Abstract 
Speech recognition of foreign accented speech is 

one of the most difficult tasks in ASR. The problem of 
foreign accent is addressed in this study using acoustic 
models of the target language phonemes (French 
phonemes in our case) adapted with speech data from 3 
other languages: English (US and UK), German and 
Spanish. Recognition results obtained for 11 language 
groups of speakers show that error rate can be 
significantly reduced when standard acoustic models of 
phonemes are adapted using speech data from other 
languages. Phonological rules are also introduced into 
the standard phonetic description of the lexical units to 
account for some foreign accent pronunciation variants. 
It appears that using phonological rules together with 
foreign language adapted acoustic units provides the 
best recognition performance. The highest error rate 
reduction (40%) is obtained on English speakers.  

1. Introduction 
One of the most difficult tasks of automatic speech 

recognition (ASR) systems is the processing of a non-
standard accent [1]. Though the recognition of native 
speech reaches in many cases an acceptable level, 
nevertheless the capability of ASR systems to handle 
pronunciation that deviate from the standard one is still 
to be proven. In fact, when words or sentences are 
uttered with an altered pronunciation, be it a regional or 
a foreign accent, ASR system performance is in many 
cases considerably lowered. Nevertheless, regional 
accent remains easier to cope with than foreign accent. 
In fact, regional accent can be considered as more 
homogenous than foreign accent and therefore such a 
deviation from the standard pronunciation is easier to 
train. On the other hand, foreign accent depends on the 
influence of the native language and also of how 
capable the speaker is to imitate the pronunciation of 
the target language. This is due to the fact that speakers 
speaking a foreign language and mastering only 
partially its pronunciation can slightly alter some 
phoneme features (for example aspirated stops can 
become non aspirated). Speakers can replace an 
unfamiliar phoneme in the target language, absent in 
their native language phoneme inventory, with the one 
considered as the closest in their native language 
phoneme inventory [2]. Moreover, even for the same 

native language influence there are several degrees of 
foreign accent. Yet the problem of foreign accent is 
getting crucial as for nowadays public information 
systems will face more and more foreign accents as our 
society is getting more and more cosmopolitan.  

The recognition performance degradation on foreign 
accented speech has several causes. One of the reasons 
is that acoustic models are trained generally only on 
speech with standard pronunciation. Although accented 
speech can be added into the training data base however 
the danger is that too "heterogeneous" pronunciation 
may not be efficient for any foreign accent and the 
resulting modeling may be less efficient for standard 
pronunciation. 

When non native speaker accent is concerned, 
differences between foreign accented speech and native 
speech occur also at the phonological level [3]. 
Therefore in order to deal efficiently with foreign 
accented speech, ASR systems should handle variants 
occurring both at the acoustic and at the phonological 
level. 

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 
describes the modeling used for dealing with foreign 
accented speech, both at the acoustic level and at the 
phonological level. Section 3 describes the experimental 
setup. Finally, section 4 presents and discusses the 
recognition results. 

2. Non-native speech modeling 
In the present study a new approach is proposed to 

improve the acoustic modeling for recognizing foreign 
accented speech. Instead of simply enlarging the 
phonetic unit inventory by adding units from speaker 
mother tongues as described in [3], the adaptation of the 
acoustic models of the target language phonemes using 
speech material from foreign languages is investigated. 
The phonological aspect of foreign accent is also 
tackled though to a smaller extent. 

2.1. Acoustic modeling 
In the proposed approach the acoustic modeling for 

foreign accented speech is achieved by adapting the 
standard acoustic models of the French phonemes so 
that they better match the acoustic realization of the 
sounds uttered by foreign speakers. Foreign speech 
material provides obviously a good example of speech 
sounds uttered by foreign speakers. Hence, through 
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adequate correspondences between phoneme sets of the 
foreign and target language, foreign speech data is used 
to adapt the acoustic models of the target language. 

The following example explains how French 
phoneme models are adapted on English data. Let us 
consider that the words "Paris" and "message" belong to 
the English speech corpus. The standard English 
pronunciation of those words is the following: 

Paris_uk  p_uk . a_uk . r_uk . i_uk . s_uk 
Message_uk  m_uk . e_uk . s_uk . _uk . d_uk 

where the suffix '_uk' indicates that it is a British 
pronunciation of each word, given in term of English 
phoneme units. 

In order to match these English units on the French 
phoneme units, either simple correspondences between 
the phoneme units are used, such as a_uk  a_fr, or 
more complex ones, as for example d_uk  d_fr . 
_fr. Applying these transformations on every lexicon 
pronunciation, the following descriptions of the lexicon 
items are obtained: 

Paris_gb  p_fr . a_fr . r_fr . i_fr . s_fr 
Message_gb  m_fr . e_fr . s_fr . _fr . d_fr . _fr 

These lexicon item descriptions are then used for 
adapting the French phoneme models on English speech 
material. In the following such foreign speech adapted 
units will be denoted as p_fr_UK for example, where 
the first suffix, '_fr', refers to the target language (here 
French) and the second suffix, '_UK', specifies the 
origin of the speech data used for adapting the model 
parameters (here United Kingdom). For the few 
phonemes which do not have similar counterpart in the 
target language, they can be either associated to some 
garbage units or simply the corresponding sentences can 
be ignored during the adaptation process. 

In the experiments described hereafter French 
acoustic models are adapted on several speech data 
languages: on English data (US and UK), on German 
data (DE) and on Spanish data (SP). The resulting 
phoneme units are thus φ_fr_US, φ_fr_UK, φ_fr_DE 
and φ_fr_SP, where φ denotes any of the French 
phoneme units.  

As the above correspondences match foreign 
language units on French phoneme units, it is also 
possible to adapt French acoustic models on a large 
speech corpus (i.e. all the available foreign data) 
corresponding to several languages. The resulting units 
are then denoted φ_fr_All. 

Recognition experiments are carried out using 
acoustic models adapted on each foreign language 
speech data, and also using acoustic models adapted on 
all the available speech data. 

2.2. Model topologies 
Having several model variants of each phoneme 

units, it is possible to combine them in various ways. 
Three model topologies are thus evaluated using 
adapted or non adapted acoustic models as illustrated in 

figures 1, 2 and 3. As above, the suffix '_fr' indicates 
French units and the suffix '_??' indicates that the unit is 
adapted on foreign speech data. '??' stands for the 
language of the data used for the adaptation: US, UK, 
DE or SP. 

The standard French acoustic units can compete 
with adapted units at the phoneme level. In that case, as 
illustrated in Figure 1, every phoneme is modeled by 
both the standard French acoustic units and the 
corresponding foreign adapted acoustic unit. Such a 
parallel structure at the phoneme level allows the 
decoder to switch between standard and foreign adapted 
models during the decoding, and thus to better handle 
speech in which only a few phonemes are affected by 
foreign accent. 

e_fr

e_fr_??  
Figure 1: Model topology I. 

Another approach consists in using for each word, 
either only standard models or only foreign adapted 
models, as illustrated in Figure 2, for the French word 
"écouter" (listen) which is pronounced as [ekute]. 
Therefore, a foreigner having a strong foreign accent 
would probably be recognized by the adapted models 
while a speaker with a slight foreign accent or no accent 
at all would hopefully be recognized by the standard 
French models. 

k_fr u_fr t_fr e_fre_fr

e_fr_?? k_fr_?? u_fr_?? t_fr_?? e_fr_??  
Figure 2: Model topology II. 

Finally, a third set of experiments is carried out 
using the multiple acoustic units approach at the 
phoneme level [3]. In this case the standard French 
acoustic models are used in parallel with acoustic 
models of phonemes of the foreign languages under 
consideration (us, uk, de or sp). 

e_fr

e_??  
Figure 3: Model topology III. 

2.3. Phonological rules 
As far as the phonological level is concerned, some 

simple phonological rules are applied on the 
phonological description of the words.  

The first phonological modification concerns vowels 
having two apertures and no significant timber 
difference. The vowels targeted by these rules are [e,],  



[ø,œ] and [,o]. When this set of rules is applied, no 
difference is made between open and closed vowels, 
that is, at every occurrence of a closed vowel its open 
counterpart is also added into the word phonetic 
description (and vice versa). For example the word 
"aide" (help) is transcribed as: [(+e)d] instead of 
standard [d]. In fact, it is supposed that a foreigner 
whose native language does not contain such a 
closed/open opposition or at least not in the same 
phonotactic distribution, would have difficulty to make 
the difference between them. Maintaining 
systematically the two vowels should allow the use of 
any of them by the speaker. The first phonological rule 
set (Rules I) is described in table 1.  

Table 1: List of phonological Rules I. 

 e  (e + ) 
   (e + ) 
 ø  (ø + œ) 
 œ  (ø + œ) 
   ( + o) 
 o  ( + o) 
 

The second phonological transformation allows 
denasalising nasal vowels, that is, a nasal vowel is 
decomposed into the oral vowel which corresponds to 
the same vocalic timber as the nasal one (no matter 
which letter occurs in the spelling form) followed by a 
nasal consonant which articulation place depends on the 
following consonant: [n] before apical consonants, [m] 
before labial consonants and [] before velar 
consonants. Therefore, for example, the digit "cinq" 
(five) is transcribed as: [s(+)k] instead of its 
standard phonetic form which is [sk]. The reason to 
these transformations is the following: nasal vowels are 
seldom present in the inventory of the world languages 
[4] and most of the speakers are unfamiliar with the 
correct oral plus nasal channel coupling. Nasal vowel 
decomposition exists even in French south dialect 
where the nasal vowel is decomposed into oral vowel 
plus a nasal appendix. Table 2 describes the 
denasalisation phonological rule set. 

Table 2: List of denasalisation rules.  
The phonetic realization of 'N' is n, m or   

depending on the right context. 

    +  N 
 œ  œ + œ N 
    +  N 
    +  N 
 

The third phonological transformation allows 
uttering the French front round vowel [y] as back round 
vowel [u] and the French front rounded semi-vowel [] 
as the back rounded semi-vowel [w]. In fact, speakers 

having a heavy accent in French often show difficulty 
uttering front rounded vowel when their native language 
does not contain such a vowel. These speakers (of 
Spanish, Italian or English origin) make such 
replacement especially when the same or very close 
word already exists in their own language uttered with 
the same phoneme shift (back rounded instead of front 
rounded). The description of the French word 
"continuer" (to follow) after that all the phonological 
rule sets are applied, is [k(+n)tin(+w)(+e)] instead 
of the standard form [ktine]. 

The phonological rules are implemented in an 
incremental way. That means that Rules I contains only 
rules on open and closed vowels. Rules II contains rules 
on open and closed vowels (i.e. Rules I set) plus 
denasalisation rules that apply on nasal vowels. Finally, 
Rules III contains all rules already present in Rules II 
plus rules on front round vowels. 

3. Experimental setup  
The data base used contains data from speakers from 

24 countries. All the speakers isolated words or 
expressions, in French, through the telephone network. 
The Francophone group is used to check that the 
acoustic or phonological modifications do not impact 
too much the recognition performance on native 
speakers. The recognition vocabulary used in the 
following experiments contains 83 words. 

3.1. Language groups 
For analyzing the recognition performances, the 

speakers are grouped into 11 language groups. These 
language groups are the following:  
• German group containing speakers from Germany 

and Austria (about 200 speakers); 
• English group containing speakers from USA, UK, 

Ireland, South Africa (about 200 speakers); 
• Spanish group containing speakers from Spain 

(about 100 speakers); 
• Cambodian containing speakers from Cambodia 

(about 100 speakers); 
• African group containing speakers from Senegal, 

Cameroon, Congo, Gabon, Mali (about 110 
speakers); 

• Asian group containing speakers from China and 
Vietnam (about 150 speakers); 

• Italian group containing speakers from Italy (about 
100 speakers); 

• Portuguese group containing speakers from Portugal 
(about 25 speakers); 

• Turkish group containing speakers from Turkey 
(about 100 speakers); 

• Arabic group containing speakers from Algeria, 
Tunisia and Morocco (about 100 speakers); 

• Francophone group containing speakers from 
France, Guadeloupe, Martinique, Reunion, Isle 



Maurice, Madagascar Belgium, Switzerland, Canada 
(about 250 speakers).  
 
All the African countries considered here are kept in 

the same group for these countries are all francophone 
and moreover no indication of the speaker mother 
tongue is available in the database. Since in these 
countries the average number of main languages spoken 
is about 5, therefore no further distinction is introduced 
into this group. The Asian group contains two tone 
languages (Chinese and Vietnamese) while the 
Cambodian (Khmer) language (which does not contain 
tones) is maintained as a different group. 

3.2. Experiments 
The speech recognition system used is HMM 

(Hidden Markov Model) based. Context dependent 
phone models are used. The emission densities are 
mixtures of Gaussian densities applied on Mel 
frequency Cepstral features, including first and second 
temporal derivatives. 

In order to evaluate how efficient foreign adapted 
units are versus non-adapted ones, in the recognition of 
foreign accented speech, several recognition 
experiments are conducted using different foreign 
adapted acoustic units:  

• French units adapted on German data (noted DE), 
• French units adapted on UK data (noted UK),  
• French units adapted on US data (noted US),  
• French units adapted on Spanish data (noted SP), 
• French units adapted on all the speech data of all 

the available languages (noted All).  
For comparison purpose, recognition results are also 

reported when using only the standard acoustic models 
of the French units trained on French data only (noted 
Baseline). 

Moreover, evaluations are conducted with the model 
topologies described in section 2.2: 

• Topology I where foreign adapted French acoustic 
units compete in parallel with standard French 
acoustic units at the phoneme level, 

• Topology II where they compete in parallel at the 
word or expression level, 

• Topology III where standard units of the foreign 
language (instead of adapted French units) are 
added in parallel with the standard French acoustic 
units at the phoneme level, 

and the sets of phonological rules described in section 
2.3:  

• No rules, for comparison purpose, where no 
foreign accent specific rules are applied, 

• Rules I which deals with vowel apertures, 
• Rules II which includes denasalisation rules that 

apply on nasal vowels in addition to Rules I, 
• Rules III which includes rules for front rounded 

vowels in addition to Rules II. 

4. Results and discussions 
This section analyses the results of the recognition 

experiments, first from a global point of view (i.e. all 
data is considered), then more in details for each 
language group of speakers.  

4.1. Model topology 
Figure 4 reports the word error rates when various 

topologies are used. Foreign language adapted acoustic 
models of the French phonemes (topologies I & II) 
provides better results than standard acoustic models of 
the phonemes of a foreign language in addition to the 
standard acoustic models of French phonemes (topology 
III). Similar results are observed for all languages used 
to adapt the French acoustic models (in topologies I & 
II) or to train standard acoustic models of the given 
language (topology III). On these data, no significant 
performance difference exists between topology I and 
topology II.  
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Figure 4: Word error rates obtained with various 

topologies when using various foreign language adapted 
French units (I & II) or standard foreign units (III). 

4.2. Language units 
Table 3 reports the global error rates obtained on the 

whole data base using foreign language adapted 
acoustic models of French phonemes, with topology II. 
Similar results are observed with standard foreign units 
and topology III (Figure 3).  

Table 3: Error rates obtained with foreign language 
adapted acoustic models. 

Language Error rate 
German 8.7 % 
English (GB and US) 9.1 % 
Spanish 9.2 % 

 
It appears that the most efficient acoustic units for 

foreign accented speech recognition in French are 
acoustic units adapted or trained on German data. The 
reason for this can be that the two languages have a 
tense way of pronunciation [5], rounded front vowels 



(unlike Spanish and English) and velar [r]. Therefore, 
perturbing the French acoustic model parameters only 
in a slight manner seems particularly beneficial. 

These results are also to be compared to the 9.2% 
error rate obtained with the baseline approach, i.e. using 
only the standard French acoustic models. 

4.3. Phonological rules 
Figure 5 reports the error rates when different 

phonological rules are used. Only model topology II is 
considered, and results are reported for the various 
foreign language adapted acoustic models of the French 
phonemes. The general tendency resulting from the 
introduction of foreign specific rules is an improvement 
of the speech recognition progressively from Rule I till 
to Rule III, that means that every set of rules brings 
about some improvement: no differentiation between 
open and closed vowels (Rules I), denasalisation rules 
for nasal vowels (in Rules II), and rules for front 
rounded vowels (in Rules III).  
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Figure 5: Error rates obtained with phonological rules, 

for various foreign adapted acoustic models. 

4.4. Detailed analysis 
This section presents a detailed analysis of the 

recognition results for each language group. Baseline 
results as well as results obtained with topology II and 
the French acoustic models adapted on all the foreign 
speech data are systematically reported. Extra results 
are also reported either to present the best available 
performances on that group, or to report the results 
obtained with French acoustic models adapted on data 
of that language (German, English and Spanish group).  

German group   

The best result is obtained with acoustic models of 
the French phonemes adapted on all the foreign data 
together with topology II. When compared to the results 
obtained with standard models (Baseline) with no 
specific phonological rules (No rules), the error rate 
reduction is of 14%. When Rules III are applied, a 7% 
error rate reduction is obtained by using the foreign 
adapted units, when compared to Baseline. 

Table 4: Error rates obtained on German speakers. 

 No rules Rules I Rules II Rules III
Baseline 6.3% 6.0% 6.3% 5.8% 
Topology II 
DE adapt. units 6.2% 6.3% 6.5% 5.9% 

Topology II 
All adapt. units 6.3% 6.0% 6.2% 5.4%

 
English group  

The best model for English speakers is the one using 
acoustic models adapted on all foreign data together 
with topology II. The error rate reduction is larger than 
30% when compared to the baseline standard French 
model with phonological rules III and around 40% 
when compared to the baseline standard French model 
without any foreign accent specific phonological rules. 

Table 5: Error rates obtained on English speakers. 

 No rules Rules I Rules II Rules III
Baseline 13.6% 14.2% 12.3% 12.7% 
Topology II 
US adapt. units 10.6% 10.3% 9.7% 8.8% 

Topology II 
All adapt. units 13.3% 11.5% 9.4% 7.9%

 
Spanish group 

The Spanish accent is very reactive to phonological 
rules whether foreign language adapted acoustic units 
are used or not. An error reduction of about 40% is 
obtained using acoustic models adapted on all the 
foreign data with phonological rules III, as compared to 
the baseline results without phonological rules.  

Tableau 6: Error rates obtained on Spanish speakers. 

 No rules Rules I Rules II Rules III
Baseline 13.6% 14.2% 12.3% 11.0%
Topology II 
SP adapt. units 12.8% 12.5% 10.9% 9.2%

Topology II 
All adapt. units 13.3% 11.5% 9.4% 8.0%

 
Cambodian group 

The best result for this group of speakers is obtained 
with acoustic models adapted on all the foreign data 
together with topology II. However, here, the highest 
improvement of 23% is obtained using phonological 
rules I only. Introducing more rules brings about a 
slight performance degradation. 

Tableau 7: Error rates on Cambodian speakers. 

 No rules Rules I Rules II Rules III
Baseline 11.9% 11.6% 12.4% 11.3% 
Topology II 
All adapt. units 9.1% 8.9% 9.6% 9.4% 

 



African group  

The best results for this group are yielded using 
acoustic models adapted on German speech data 
together with model topology I. The highest error rate 
reduction (though only 11%) is obtained when all the 
phonological rules (Rules III) are used. 

Tableau 8: Error rate yielded by standard and adapted 
acoustic units for African speakers. 

 No rules Rules I Rules II Rules III
Baseline 7.7% 7.8% 7.8% 7.6% 
Topology I 
DE adapt. units 7.9% 7.5% 7.1% 6.8%

Topology II 
All adapt. units 9.2% 8.5% 8.4% 8.1% 

 
Asian group 

In this group the maximal improvement of 13% is 
obtained using acoustic models adapted on English 
speech data together with topology II.  

Table 9: Error rates on Asian speakers. 

 No rules Rules I Rules II Rules III
Baseline 6.7% 7.2% 7.0% 6.7%
Topology II 
US adapt. units 7.3% 6.6% 6.0% 5.8%

Topology II 
All adapt. units 7.9% 7.4% 7.9% 6.4%

 
Italian group 

The best result (22% of error rate reduction when 
compared to baseline results with phonological rules III, 
or 28% reduction when compared to baseline results 
without phonological rules) are obtained when standard 
acoustic models of German phonemes are used together 
with standard acoustic models of the French units in 
model topology III. 

Tableau 10: Error rates on Italian speakers. 

 No rules Rules I Rules II Rules III
Baseline 10.8% 10.7% 11.0% 9.8%
Topology III 
de units 9.8% 9.1% 9.0% 7.6%

Topology II 
All adapt. units 10.3% 10.1% 11.3% 8.4%

 
Portuguese group  

For this group, the best result (29% of error rate 
reduction when compared to baseline results with 
phonological rules III, or 43% reduction when 
compared to baseline results without phonological 
rules) is yielded with acoustic models of the French 
units adapted on German speech data together with 
topology I. However, in the case of Portuguese foreign 
accent, a large part of the improvement of the 
recognition performance stems from the phonological 
rules. 

Tableau 11: Error rates on Portuguese speakers. 

 No rules Rules I Rules II Rules III
Baseline 6.9% 6.6% 6.1% 5.5%
Topology I 
DE adapt. units 9.0% 7.2% 6.8% 3.9%

Topology II 
All adapt. units 8.8% 8.1% 9.6% 6.5%

 
Turkish group 

In this group the main improvement stems also from 
the phonological rules. The acoustic models adapted on 
Spanish data together with topology II do not yield 
better results than standard French acoustic models once 
that phonological rules are taken into account. However 
the error rate reduction between the results obtained 
with and without phonological rules is of 21%. 

Tableau 12: Error rates on Turkish speakers. 

 No rules Rules I Rules II Rules III
Baseline 11.4% 9.8% 9.8% 9.0%
Topology II 
SP adapt. units 9.7% 9.6% 9.8% 9.0%

Topology II 
All adapt. units 10.0% 9.9% 11.0% 9.4%

 
Arabic group 

In this group the best results are yielded by French 
acoustic models adapted on English data. However, the 
introduction of phonological rules does not bring about 
any further improvement of the recognition rate. 

Tableau 13: Error rates on Arabic speakers. 

 No rules Rule I Rule II Rule III 
Baseline 8.7% 9.1% 9.5% 9.3% 
Topology II 
UK adapt. units 7.6% 7.9% 7.8% 7.9% 

Topology II 
All adapt. units 8.3% 9.0% 9.9% 8.5% 

 
Francophone group 

When French acoustic units adapted on all the foreign 
data are introduced along with topology II, there is a 
slight performance deterioration observed on the 
Francophone group. As foreseeable, there is also a 
slight performance deterioration due to the introduction 
of the phonological rules in the Baseline experiments 
(using only standard acoustic models of the French 
phonemes). 

Table 14: Error rates on French speaking speakers. 

 No rules Rules I Rules II Rules III
Baseline 6.6% 6.9% 6.9% 7.1% 
Topology II 
All adapt. units 7.9% 7.7% 10.1% 8.1% 

 



4.5. General discussion 
As observed in the preceding section, acoustic models 

of the French phonemes adapted on foreign speech data 
(topology II) provides better results than standard 
phoneme models of the foreign languages (topology 
III). However, interesting results are obtained with 
model topology III in term of reducing the number of 
speakers having a very high error rate. This is illustrated 
in Figure 6 which reports the histogram of the number 
of errors per speaker, for English speakers. On this 
histogram each bar indicates the number of speakers 
leading to no recognition errors, 1 recognition error, 2 
errors, etc., when recognizing the vocabulary items they 
uttered. Counting is reported for the baseline system 
without and with phonological rules, for the inclusion of 
acoustic models of the French phonemes in topology II 
adapted either on English data (UK adapt.) or on all 
foreign data (All adapt.), and for the addition of 
standard phoneme models of the given language in 
topology III (uk units). It clearly appears from the graph 
that the introduction of phonological rules, as well as of 
foreign language adapted units or of standard foreign 
units reduces significantly the number of speakers 
having a high error rate, as compared to the baseline 
system. 
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Figure 6: Histogram of number of errors per speaker 

 for English speakers. 

This finding suggests that there is probably a need to 
add some carefully selected standard acoustic models 
from foreign languages to the models of the French 
phonemes adapted on foreign language data. Thus the 
acoustic model inventory would be efficiently 
completed in order to model the various accented 
realizations of the speech.  

5. Conclusion 
In this study the problem of speech recognition of 

foreign accented speech is addressed.   
It appears that both adding in the modeling acoustic 

models of the phonemes of the target language adapted 
on foreign speech data, and enriching the pronunciation 
descriptions of the vocabulary words through a set of 
foreign accent specific phonological rules improves 

considerably the recognition performances on foreign 
accented speech. 

Although only three foreign languages are available 
in this study for acoustic model adaptation, the 
recognition performance is improved on almost all the 
language groups. However, using foreign language 
adapted or standard foreign acoustic units provided by 
languages considered as close does not always improve 
the recognition rate of related language: this way, 
Spanish acoustic units do not improve recognition 
performance for Italian or Portuguese language group. 
Surprisingly enough the acoustic units adapted on 
German units yield the best results for the Italian and 
for the Portuguese groups. It is probably that French 
takes advantage of German units as both languages 
have a similar tense way of pronunciation. Moreover, 
except for the nasal vowels, all French phonemes have a 
corresponding phoneme in German. The phoneme 
inventory intersection is therefore greater between 
German and French languages than between the 
Spanish or English and French.  

A possible way of further improving the recognition 
of foreign accented speech is to detect those foreign 
phonemes whose acoustic units can efficiently complete 
the set of foreign language adapted acoustic models. 
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